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If you want to get in touch with us now or during 
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Agenda

Presentation (30 minutes)

➢ Project background

➢ Studies and results

➢ Methodology

➢ Results

➢ What is causing the results we see?

➢ Conclusions & Next steps

Question & answer (30 minutes)

➢ If the time is not enough, we are happy to stay on line for another 30 minutes to answer 

your questions.
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Project Participants
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Andre Canelhas
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Richard Ierna

Mark Horley

Yun Li

➢ Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) two-year project, currently at reporting stage managed by 

National Grid Electricity System Operator (ESO)

➢ Project undertaken by PowerNova Technologies, which combines the resources of Transmission 

Excellence, HVDC Technologies and Power Technologies.

“Transient Voltage Stability of Inverter Dominated Grids and Options to Improve 

Stability”
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Project Background 

“Transient Voltage Stability of Inverter Dominated Grids and Options to 

Improve Stability”

➢ System Operability Framework (SOF) 

shows system strength in GB network is 

decreasing

➢ SOF phase-locked loop (PLL) assessment 

shows an increasing risk of converter 

instability by testing a single converter

➢ This project considers multiple converters 

across a large network

➢ It aims to investigate a new type of 

instability induced by converters (already 

seen in Texas).

https://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/publications/system-operability-framework-sof
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Synchronous VS Non-synchronous

GB Grid 2025 (forecast). Typically NSG 

provides twice as much power as SG

GB Grid 2015. Synchronous generation is 

always SG > NSG, and usually SG ≥ 2x NSG
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𝑀𝑊 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑁𝑆𝐺

SG: Synchronous generation

NSG: Non-synchronous generation
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Synchronous vs Converter (NSG) 

Various inherent differences:

➢ Fault current

➢ Inertia (stored energy)

➢ Control systems …

➢ Across any network disturbance there will be resultant disturbances across phase angle, 

voltage and frequency. 

➢ Synchronous machines behave in a predictable manner to these events. Convertors rely 

on control systems to define behavior.

➢ This presentation is about challenges related to the tracking and response of the PLL in 

converters in response to network disturbances. 
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Traditional Assumption Needs To Be Updated

➢ Traditional grids: Grid stability studies tend only to need to consider balanced 50Hz 

➢ Converters rely on Phase Locked Loops (PLL) deriving behavior from per-phase voltage waveform 

measurement – sensitive to voltage distortion, harmonic corruption and unbalances. 

➢ Assumption of clean, balanced, 50Hz is no longer reasonable in all conditions. 

➢ An increased need to use Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) simulation tools.

Pre-Fault
Fault Post-Fault



STUDIES & 

RESULTS
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GB Grid – Test for Converter Instability

➢ We decided to investigate converter instability in 

the South East Coast as an example.

➢ The GB grid system needs to be simplified to 

allow EMT simulation.

➢ Since focus is on the south, the centre and 

north of the country are reduced to (in effect) a 

single busbar with:

➢ A single synchronous machine 

➢ A single VSC converter

➢ All of the demand for these areas.

Reduced to 

Single Bus

Detailed 

Model
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Detailed Representation of South

Several substations 

represented by a single 

sub. Equivalent circuits. 

Full representation of 

400kV substations and 

lines. 
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Each Substation Contains…

VSC 

Inverter 

(2-level)

400kV 

substation 

busbars

(Actual 

substation or 

lumped 

equivalent of 

several actual 

substations)

Timed Fault (one substation only)

Timed 

Breakers

X

X

Lines or cables 

(Bergeron model)

~Synchronous Machine

Demand

Fixed 

capacitance or 

shunt reactance

SVC

Special site-specific equipment such as:

• LCC converters 

• Statcoms

• Saturable reactors

• Harmonic filters

• MSC / filter switched in on low post-fault volts

Up to 6 lines (only 

2 shown here) to 

other substations

VSC 

Rectifier

(2-level)

~

Used to represent 

wind and HVDC. 

Control system is 

generic, based on 

Cigre TB 604 – not 

based on black box 

models from 

manufacturers

Generic Models
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Pre-Fault
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Post-Fault (Credible Double-Circuit Fault)

Combination of voltage depression, phase jump and sudden weakening of grid. 
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Advanced Modelling System
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Typical Study Result

Becomes unstable when total converter 

infeed into South East Coast exceeds 

limit (see later slide).

➢ PSCAD output: Voltage fails to recover after fault, then oscillates at around 6Hz.

➢ Texas recorded instability: looks similar, oscillations there were at 4Hz.

PMU Measured Voltage - Texas
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RMS Stability Studies

➢ Network Operators have traditionally used RMS tools for dynamic stability 

studies 

➢ Reliable results with synchronous machines

➢ Can analyse large networks with large numbers of contingencies in 

acceptable times

➢ Machine and controller models and data readily available

➢ Non-synchronous plant represented by a voltage source behind impedance
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EMT v RMS Stability Study

➢ RMS transient stability study (left) is stable

➢ EMT study (right) of same scenario shows converter instability

(Left) Example of poor PLL tracking

Note the large difference in angle between the actual waveform (green) 

and the waveform indicated by the PLL’s output (blue).

This is an example of one of the phenomena not modelled by an RMS 

stability study
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Example of Stable Operational Area
(driven by local factors)

This analysis 

represents generic 

converter 

modelling 

assumptions, and 

for illustrative 

purpose only
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Local v National Factors

➢ Vertical axis is Local (amount of 

non-synchronous generation in 

South East Coast area)

➢ Horizontal Axes are National 

(national amounts of synchronous 

and non-synchronous generation)

➢ Balls represent study results. 

Colour coded for pass / fail / 

marginal

➢ Note that local factors (vertical 

axis) are most important, but 

national generation mix has some 

impact as well.
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Study is Conservative

➢ Grid assumptions err on the side of stability. 

➢ Reduces risk of a false alarm due to poor grid modelling 

➢ Leaves the use of a generic converter model as the major uncertainty

➢ Some examples of conservative grid modelling assumptions: 

➢ All wind turbines are modelled as directly connecting at transmission voltages. 

➢ Demand & generation background are based on expectations for 2025+, but in the South East 

Coast we only include converters already in service or under construction.

➢ The “rest of the grid” is modelled as being electrically closer to the South East Coast than is actually 

the case.
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Typical Vector Current Control VSC
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PLL Picks Up Distorted Voltage
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This Affects the Injected Current
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Results in an Unwanted Feedback Loop
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An Analogy
Feedback involves grid and converter



CONCLUSIONS 

& NEXT STEPS
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Conclusions

➢ Increasingly EMT studies are necessary to investigate converter stability. 

➢ Traditional (RMS) tools don’t see converter instability risk – can mislead. 

➢ An advanced modelling system helps, but relies on the data within it being available and representative.

➢ The Converter instability is predominantly a regional phenomenon.

➢ It is not uniquely a control or network phenomenon, but  both.

➢ Network-control interactive behaviour of increasing complexity with greater penetrations of diverse convertors.

➢ Requires co-ordinated modelling understanding to support and manage high levels of regional convertor penetration.

➢ Our analysis illustrates that for the South East Coast, there is a potential risk of converter instability 

when a credible double-circuit fault occurs during a period of high wind and interconnector import.

➢ The instability predicted by EMT studies takes the form of voltage and power oscillations at roughly 6Hz.

➢ These results are indicative for just one region within the British grid. Other potential types of 

converter interaction / instability may occur elsewhere.
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Next Step – Manufacturer Provided Models

➢ Our studies currently use generic converter 

models. 

➢ Detailed manufacturer EMT models are 

required for converters, statcoms, SVCs.

➢ Some grid companies are already collecting 

this information (as a  regulatory 

requirement). 

➢ The same level of technical detail would be 

required to further this investigation.

➢ Complements network modelling and 

monitoring activity.
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Potential Solutions to Converter Instability

➢ The project has considered proof of concept around a range of potential solutions.

➢ Alternative Improved tuning of converter control systems available?

➢ Synchronous compensation?

➢ Project has  tested options in South East Coast. 

➢ Improved converter software?

➢ Project has considered some concepts, but further testing needed before they can be deployed.

➢ Grid forming converters

➢ Potentially a good long-term solution under discussion within Grid Code Expert Working Group. Account of existing 

grid-following converters and their existing concentrations required.



QUESTIONS 

& ANSWERS

Please Submit Questions 

via Webex Chat
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